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DIAGONAL CA REPRESENTATION 

29/04/2007

Investigating on cellular automata I found an interesting property.
In traditional evolution of a rule the sides of the shape , the diagonals
are finite automata.
If you take the right diagonal or the left diagonal with a size of one cell
you have the evolution with a finite state of one bit , if you take the
left/right diagonal with a size of 2 cell you have a 2 bits state and so on.
This depends on the interaction between the cell of the cellular automata ,
by the construction of the cellular automata if I watch the evolution of the
N central cells in a row of cellular automata I am sure that the next N-2
cells in the next rows will be always the same they don't depends on other
cells, they depends only on the N central cells of the previous row. So I
have a triangle with a base of N cells in the first row and with an height
of N/2 cells.
I can take these triangles everywhere in the cellular automata evolution and
always I know that separate triangles have not communications between the
cells.
If I take the triangle on the diagonal with for example 4 cells inside to
the cellular automata evolutions and the other outside these 4 cells in the
next rows does not communicate with the others cells and the evolution of
these cells are isolate so I have finite state system and if I have 4 cells
after 2^4 I am sure I find a repetition in the behavior of these cells.
Watching the cellular automata is simple to identify this property , the 1
cells diagonals are often repetitive black cells and the 2 cells diagonals
are very repetitive but independent of rule in the evolution of cellular
automata there are always repetitions on the diagonals.
Thus the most relevant zone in the evolution of a cellular automata is the
center ( this is a good reason to take random value from the center of rule
30 ) .
But what is the limit of the center ? How much cells are relevant for the
evolution of the cellular automata ?
Trying to give an answer for simplicity I figure the evolution of the
cellular automata throw the diagonals of the standard evolution.
I take as example rule the number 30 . Here we have the first left/right
diagonal as the first row of the new representation and in this first row we
have only black cell , an infinite sequence of "1" .
But I don' t need to write an infinite sequence because I am sure they will
be always "1" and this because "100" become "1" in the new row and also
"001" become "1" . To better understand we can go forward with the next
rows.

1) ...111111111111111111111111111  1  11111111111111111111111111...
2) ...111111111111111111111111111- 1 -01010101010101010101010101...
3) ...000000000000000000000000000  0  10101010101010101010101010...
4) ...010101010101010101010101010  1  00110011001100110011001101...

In the row 2 on the right there is the repetition of 2 cells and also here I
am sure that after 2^2 cells I found a repetition because the size of the
diagonal is 2 cells.
So for the row 3 and 4 and so on.
Using this technique I show the evolution for the first rows of rule 30

1        1                                 1   2               1
2       110                                2   4               3
3       001                                2   8               3
4       01001                              4   16              5
5       111010010                          8   32              9
6       01010001                           7   64              8
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7       10011101011000101                  16  128     bytes   17
8       00101010101111001101010101000011   32  256     bytes   33

I think it is incredible! It is very compact and meaningful. After 8 rows I
have 79 cells instead of 64 in conventional cellular automata evolution but
here I have the behavior of all the 8 infinite diagonals of the cellular
automata.
To detect the repetition in the rows is possible to compute upper bounds
lower than exponential because it depends on the size of the previous rows.
Now I show you the relations through the rows in the evolutions of the
cellular automata.
where y=Rule(A,B,C)

1                      A1B                      1       2
2                    111C010                    2       4
3                0000000Y1010101                2       8
4        0101010101010101001100110011001        4       16

0                         C
1                      11B                      1       2
2                    111AY10                    2       4
3                000000001010101                2       8
4        0101010101010101001100110011001        4       16

So the new row depends only on the 2 previous rows and the size of the new
row is bounded by about the LCM of the size of the previous rows.

ABOUT EVOLUTION COMPLEXITY

Comparing the evolutions complexity of standard and diagonal representation
we can see that in the standard representation the evolutions
time-complexity is a function on row and in the diagonal the time-complexity
is a function on the diagonal so the two representation are not comparable .
But we can bound the diagonal representation by row . Each standard
representation row in the diagonal representation is a "V" , so we can
evolve the cellular automata  with diagonal representation bounds and also
standard representation row bounds . 
We can take as example the first 8 rows evolution in the diagonal
representation

1               1                                       1    2            1
2              110                                      2    4            3
3              001                                      2    8            3
4              01001                                    4    16           5
5              111010010                                8    32           9
6              01010001                                 7    64           8
7              10011101011000101                        16   128  bytes   17
8              00101010101111001101010101000011         32   256  bytes   33

Now with the rows bound for the row 8 we have

1        X      1      X        1    2            1
2         X    110    X         2    4            3
3          X   001   X          2    8            3
4           X  01001X           4    16           5
5            X 1110X            8    32           5
6             X010X             7    64           4
7              X0X              16   128  bytes   3 
8               X               32   256  bytes   1 
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where the X is the bounds by the 8 row, and this is the final representation

1        1                       1       2               1
2       110                      2       4               3
3       001                      2       8               3
4       01001                    4       16              5
5       11101                    8       32              5
6       0101                     7       64              4
7       100                      16      128     bytes   3 
8        0                       32      256     bytes   1 

The number of cell computed to make this representation are 25 instead of
8*8=64 cells in the standard representation.

ABOUT CATEGORIZATION

This representation suggest 2 or 3 categorizations improvements idea.
The first simple idea is to categorize the rules by 
Dr=Cu(r)/CS(r) 

Where Dr is something like density and Cu is the number of the cell used and
CS is the cells space , is the maximum number of cell usable by the rule
bounded by the row r.
Is also possible to make a bound in the top of the cells evolutions but the
bounding curve are exponential so I don't know how many relevant is .
In the following example I draw a rule 30 cells space evolution bounded in
the top by "Y" and bounded in the bottom by r with the cells "X"

1        X     Y1Y     X        1    2            1
2         X  Yy110yY  X         2    4            3
3        YyXy  001  yXyY        2    8            3
4Yyyyyyyy   X  01001X   yyyyyyyY4    16           5
5            X 1110X            8    32           5
6             X010X             7    64           4
7              X0X              16   128  bytes   3 
8               X               32   256  bytes   1 

In this example the CS(r) parameter is the number of the cells in the
intersection space bounded by Y and X and Cu(r) is the number of cells
different from empty.
It is clear that when Dr is near to 1 we have an interesting CA and when Dr
is near to 0 we have a repetitive CA.
I think will be interesting to review the mean field theory and Langton
parameters for the diagonal representation .

I think this diagonal representation can be very interesting in different
fields of study for cellular automata , for speed up the evolution but also
better for categorizations of cellular automata and in general I think the
data with this diagonal representation is more meaningful.

Now I am developing a first application to show the evolution of cellular
automata in this way, and if I get good result I will develop an application
for big evolutions management .

All suggestions about this idea will be appreciate.

Thank you,
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A.Denis.

format_http at yahoo dot com

a
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